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AVAILABLE SIZES:   
Diameter from 
43cm, 61cm and 
89cm

replica moooi 
raimond pendant

The Moooi Raimond Puts Pendant combines 

beauty and functionality, achieving the perfect 

combination of geometry with the latest in 

lighting technology. 

The Raimond Lamps are made from two 

layers of stainless steel with finely woven LED 

lights and continue to remain one of the most 

popular lights in the Moooi collection. 

MATERIAL: 
Stainless 
Steel

The Raimond Lamps are made from two layers 

of stainless steel with finely woven LED lights 

and continue to remain one of the most popular 

lights in the Moooi collection. 

The Raimond Lamp is fast becoming an iconic 

piece for contemporary interiors, on its own or 

clustered together in various sizes.
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AVAILABLE 

SIZES:   

Diameter from 

20cm, 25cm, 

30cm, 35cm & 

40cm

The Copper Shade made from hand blown glass using 

premium inputs and cutting edge manufacturing 

techniques. Our copper shade is true to original design 

in quality and aesthetic appeal. This pendant can hang 

alone, at different lengths, or in a cluster for a more 

dramatic effect.

replica TOM DIXON COPPER SHADE
MATERIALS:

Glass & Metal
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Benjamin Hubert’s Spinning BH1 
pendant lamp was designed by Hubert 
for &Tradition. Its form is inspired by the 
process of metal spinning and the popular 
childhood toy, the spinning top. Due to 
its classic, sleek design, it works well over 
dining tables or clustered together to 
illuminate a space. 

replica BENJAMIN 
HUBERT SPINNING 
PENDANT

AVAILABLE SIZES:   

SMALL: 25(L) x 33(H)

LARGE: 41L) x 33(H)

AVAILABLE COLOURS: 

Black, White & Purple
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Jaime Hayon’s Josephine collection 

features a stunning range of lights that 

are elegant and stylish. The Josephine T 

for Metalarte pendant lamps are some 

of the most classic lighting pieces in the 

range featuring an elegant, sensual and 

sophisticated design.

This pendant lamp suits beautiful, 

contemporary and luxurious interiors 

both residential and commercial. It is 

a piece for the creative rebel within, 

someone that wants to step away from 

traditional design.

replica JAIME HAYON 
JOSEPHINE t PENDANT
DIMENSIONS
BODY 
HEIGHT: 73cm
BODY 
LENGTH: 
23cm

MATERIAL:
Metal & Cloth

AVAILABLE 
COLOURS:
Black, 
Chrome, 
Gold & White
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The Agnes Chandelier range was conceived 
as a candelabra and was designed by the 
world famous Manhattan designer, Lindsey 
Adelman, for Roll & Hill. 
The piece is functionally versatile with 
flexible joints that allow for multiple 
configurations to suit your space. Glow 

replica
roll & hill
agnes 10

glass tubes replace the traditional look of 
candles while at the same time creating 
an ambient vibe. This piece comes in a 
black or gold finish and its flexibility is 
one of the major reasons it can be found 
worldwide in café’s bars, restaurants, 
clubs and museums.

DIMENSIONS
BODY HEIGHT: 94cm

BODY LENGTH: 120cm

AVAILABLE COLOURS:
Black & Gold
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This piece by Foscarini is a small 
suspension pendant that is designed to 
create a direct and focused light onto 
an underlying surface. Made from resin 
the surface is visibly non uniform in 
places which is part of the expressive 
language of modern architecture that 
Fosacrini is known for. 

The Aplomb lamp can be clustered 
together or also effective as a single 
unit in areas where a feature is 
required. It has a elegant polished yet 
unrefined finish which is unique and 
interesting.

replica Foscarini
aplomb pendant
DIMENSIONS
BODY HEIGHT: 
35cm
BODY LENGTH: 
16.5cm

MATERIAL:
Resin

AVAILABLE 
COLOURS:
Black, Brown, 
Grey & White
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replica sandra lidner
selene pendant
Designed by Sandra Lindner in 2006 the Selene pendant is 

classically beautiful and its simplistic nature allows it to be 

displayed in almost any application.

The Selene pendant is made from hand blown clear glass 

to achieve the clear and crisp finish that Sandra Lidner 

envisioned when she designed the piece. The cord is attached 

to the pendant using a 5 arm globe base which allows the 

pendant to be suspended.

AVAILABLE SIZES:   
Diameter from 
20cm, 25cm, 
30cm, 40cm & 
50cm
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Poul Henningsen developed the Artichoke 

Light in 1958. Since its creation the light 

has maintained its popularity across the 

globe. What’s unique about the design of this 

pendant light is its ability to diffuse light.

The design of the Artichoke Light is made up 

of 72 steel arches which are angled in such 

a way so that from no angle can you see the 

light source inside the Artichoke pendant.

Made from premium high grade aluminum 

and hand crafted this piece looks the part in 

every way possible. 

replica POUL HENNINGSEN 
artichoke PENDANT

AVAILABLE SIZES:   

Diameter from 38cm & 

48cm

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

Silver, White & Copper

MATERIAL: 

Metal
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